Unlock Her Legs: Review Of Rob Judge and Bobby Rio’s New Training Program Released
SUMMARY: PUABooks.net releases a review of Rob Judge and Bobby Rio’s Unlock Her Legs –
a new men's dating guide billed as a “complete seduction road-map.”
Unlock Her Legs – a new course designed to teach guys the techniques necessary to score that
“hard to get girl” by influencing her psychological and emotional triggers has been generating an
excited buzz of commotion throughout the men's dating advice community. The media attention
surrounding the program's release has attracted the attention of PUABooks.net's Clint Johnson,
prompting an investigative review.
“Millions of men all around the world lack the confidence to even talk to an attractive woman,
which means that, chances are, they’ll never find happiness and fulfillment in their love lives
unless they make some serious changes,” says Johnson. “There are always going to be those guys
out there who seem to get the girl with little or no effort at all, but for the rest of us, we’re always
looking for ways to improve our relationships and dating skills. Rob Judge and Bobby Rio have
certainly made names for themselves for coming up innovative dating guides in the past, such as
their hugely popular, ‘Magnetic Messaging,’ a guide to texting women. That’s why, when I heard
about their latest product, I was eager to review it for our readers.”
The Unlock Her Legs system is available digitally online via a member's only portal allowing
customers instant access to all training materials. The program is divided into two main sections,
the first of which centering around a method called “The Scrambler” - a series of “mind games”
that can be employed by a man to get a woman to fall for him. This first section includes a 60
page “Scrambler Manual” that teaches the method, training videos, and 2 hours of audio content
where Rio and Judge answer questions about The Scrambler. The second section contains the
“Lust System” a training manual and video modules that teach specific conversation and flirting
tactics. The program also comes with an extensive package of bonus trainings.
“My Unlock Her Legs review explains that I was very impressed by Rio and Judge's innovative
approach,” reports Johnson. “This is the first program I've seen that really zeros in a big problem
that a lot a lot of guys face which is how to get that one girl that they can't stop thinking about,
but who seems out of there reach. A lot of guys feel like women always have the 'upper hand' and
this program in a sense shows guys how turn things around and get women actually chasing them,
even to the point of getting women obsessed and getting them to fall in love. I'm happy to
recommend this program to my readers as top resource for improving your dating life.”
Those wishing to purchase Unlock Her Legs, or for more information, click here.

Clint Johnson reviews popular dating guides and self-help programs for men on his
website PUABooks.net. Johnson's Unlock Her Legs review is available at the following
web address: http://puabooks.net/unlock-her-legs-review-of-bobby-rio-and-rob-judgeslatest/
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